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 Abstract: The character of  these-dimensional  hydromagnetic waves in a uniform 
              cold plasma is studied with an attention to the energy transport mechanismin the
 magnetosphere_ It is found that hydromagnetic waves can be described in two different 
              manners; they are considered to be composed of the  "modified transverse (MT-) 
              mode" and the "direct transverse (DT-) mode", or of the "modified isotropic (MI-) mode 
              and the "direct isotropic (DI-) mode". The DT-mode and the DI-mode are directly 
              resulted from a source field or an initial  field, and they propagate as purely one-dimen-
              sional waves or purely isotropic waves, respectively. On the other hand, the MT-mode 
              and the MI-mode are of complicated nature, the former being excited by a compressional 
              force and the latter by a torsional force,  respectively. Neither of the MT-mode  and the 
              MI-mode are  one-dimensional nor isotropic waves, but are of hybrid nature. The 
             phase and the attenuation of the fields accompanying these modes are consideredin
              detail. The result is that hydromagnetic waves, even in case the system is asymmetric, 
             can transport the energy to any points without destruction of the initial form, although
             the space attenuation is highly anisotropic. 
                  Furthermore the two  scalar wave equations are derived to solve the boundary 
              value problems, and some kinds of surface  waves are shown to exist in a two-layered 
               plasma. 
       1. Introduction 
          In the earth's magnetosphere hydromagnetic waves are one of the most important 
      modes of the energy transport from the magnetopause to the ionosphere and vice 
      versa, since it is necessary that a small perturbation occurred in the magnetosphere
       propagates into space as hydromagnetic waves. For this reason, many workers have 
      made investigations on the propagation of hydromagnetic waves in the earth's 
      magnetosphere, with special interests in ssc's of geomagnetic storms or in geomagnetic 
      micropulsations. Customarily they have treated the problem in such a way that the 
      wave vector has particular polarization [e.g., Francis and Karplus (1960), Prince and 
      Bostick (1964), Greifinger and Greifinger (1965)  ] or the system is symmetrical about
      the axis [Akasofu (1956), Kato and Watanabe (1956), Obayashi and Jacobs  (1958)]. 
      The reason for postulating the special situation arises from the fact that hydromagnetic 
       waves are extremely difficult to treat in a general case because of their essentially 
       anisotropic nature. This might be understood when we consider the fact that hydro-
       magnetic waves can exist only in  an anisotropic plasma characterized by a strong and 
       well-directed magnetic field. 
          It is not reasonable, however, that the perturbation occurred in the magnetosphere 
       must have a particular polarization or a symmetrical form about the axis . In the
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  real situation, we should suppose that the system is asymmetrical and has free polariza-
  tions. Thus, we should study the character of hydromagnetic waves with full com-
  ponents and understand the process through which the so-called "fast (isotropic) mode" 
  and  "Alfven (transverse) mode" are coupled. In this respect, Tamao (1961) 
  presented an interesting report. Treating the waves in an inhomogeneous medium, he 
  suggested that the energy of hydromagnetic waves at the resonant point for the fast 
  mode might be totally transferred to one-dimensional waves traveling along the 
  magnetic line of force penetrating the point . Thus there might be a strong coupling 
  between two modes in the inhomogeneous magneto-plasma, and it would play an im-
  portant role in the energy transport in the magnetosphere [see also Kato and Tamao 
 (1962)]. 
      However, even in a uniform plasma in infinite space, there exists actually a coup-
  ling process for which we can not treat the so-called fast mode and  Alfven mode as 
  independent modes. Tamao (1964) already suggested this fact, and presented the 
  concept, the "converted transverse mode".  For the interpretation of the results, we 
  have a different opinion from him in some aspects, which will be subsequently discussed. 
      In this paper, first we shall deal with the character of hydromagnetic waves in 
  infinite space by using the vector wave equation in a uniform cold plasma, and next 
  treat the waves in a plasma with a boundary, with deriving the two scalar wave equations. 
  The first approach to the problem by  analyzing the vector wave equation is rather 
  complicated, but seems to be intuitive, while the second treatment with operating 
  the scalar wave equations seems to be convenient for the mathematically detailed 
  analysis of the fields, especially in boundary value problems. 
  2. Fundamentals of hydromagnetic waves in a cold, uniform plasma 
  i.  Wave equation. Let us consider a small and slowly varying perturbation in a cold, 
  collision-free uniform magneto-plasma. In the steady state we assume that this 
  plasma has mass density  Po, and the uniform magnetic field  B0, parallel to the z-axis, 
  i.e.,  ./30=B0  ez, where  ez denotes the unit vector in the direction of z-axis, etc. With 
  these assumptions, the basic equations describing the perturbation of this system are 
  given as  follows; 
 p  •  B  0  , (2.1) 
                         a 
 rx  B+B  =  0  , (2.2) 
                     at 
 X  B  —  juj  =  0  , (2.3) 
 E  +  v  X  Bo  —  0  , (2.4) 
and  a  v  
             Po  at -----i><B0+  p0  G  . (2.5) 
  (MKS units are used throughout this paper, and the symbols have their conventional 
  meaning.) 
  In equation (2.5),  G denotes an external body force per unit mass density generating
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the  hydromagnetic waves in this system. 
   If we introduce the vector potential field A in the usual form, 
 B=vX (2.6) 
and 
      E —a(2.7)                         at 
 we can derive a vector wave equation from eqs.  (2.1)–(2.5), 
                       132ABo  ez  x  (07  x  v  X  A)  X  e,)  += G X(2.8) 
                                VA2at2YA2 
where VA---Boh/11,  Po is  Alfven wave velocity. From eqs. (2.4), (2.5) and (2.7), we have 
 a  A,  a  v 
 at  =0 and Po  at  =  Gz  - 
Thus we may set  A and  GE=0, in general. Hence eq. (2.6) can be written as 
                              3 A  B  
ez  X(2.9)                                    a
z' 
which will be used in later sections. 
ii. Dispersion equations. Since the vector  wave equation, (2.8), is essencially 
hyperbolic in nature, we can expect a harmonic solution in space-time coordinate  (r, 
 t)  ,
 A  =  A,  exp  i  (k  •  r  t). 
Substituting this expression to eq.  (2.8), we can obtain the familiar dispersion equation, 
                 k2 —  — (-`')"=o , 
                 VA )LVA 
hence 
 k2  = , (2.10)                                  V
A2 
or (02 
                                            A2 
 kz2V—  0 .  (2.11) 
It is noted here that the confusion about the treatment of  propagation of hydromagnetic 
waves has often arisen from the fact that the dispersion equation turns out to be 
separated into two terms in this way. A "wave" which follows eq. (2.10) is called an 
isotropic (fast) mode, while a" wave" which obeys eq. (2.11) is called a transverse 
 (Alfven) mode or a one-dimensional wave. And, it has been stated that, for example, 
 hydromagnetic waves emanating from a point source consisted of two components , 
 one propagating isotropically or spherically and the other propagating one-dimensionally
 along the line  of force on which the source located. However this treatment is not
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correct, as far as the physical (vector) fields are concerned. On the basis of the 
knowledge of the dispersion equations, (2.10) and (2.11), in the source-free region, one 
might expect that the two vector wave equations, 
                                   a2 
       (17•p(2.12)                          vA2 a t2 )° 
and 
 a2A0 
,                                                    (2.13)  a  z2  V  
A2 3 t2 ) 
hold in fact, and some sort of initial field gives rise to some sort of waves which follow 
eq. (2.12) or eq. (2.13). But both of eqs. (2.12) and (2.13) do never hold. This is true 
not only for the vector potential field A, but also for the other physical fields such as 
 E, B or v. 
   In fact, from eq. (2.8), we can obtain the expressions for A in two  different fashions 
corresponding to eqs. (2.12) and (2.13) as follows, 
 a2 
                 (Fr•vVA2 at2  )A  —  r (divis  A)  (2.14) 
or 
              O2  1  a2) AP Lx (e,(rot AO. (2.15)  a  z2 VA2  3  t2 
In deducing eq. (2.14) and (2.15) from eq. (2.8), we put  G.J=-0, since we are now 
concerned with a source-free region. Thus, in general, vector wave equations (2.14) 
and (2.15) can never coincide with the hypothetical wave equations (2.12) and (2.13), 
respectively.  Therefore, in general, one may not expect that hydromagnetic waves are 
purely isotropic or purely one-dimensional. 
iii. Treatment of eqs. (2.14) and  (2.15). Let us consider the implication of wave equa-
tions, (2.14) and (2.15). If we operate  div1 and  rot  j_ in eq. (2.8), we have some 
interesting relations, 
        (   
 a3z22—V12a32t2  )  divi A= 0 (2.16) 
           A and 1  a2             2)(rot A), = 0 (2.17)               (V— v42  ao 
in the source-free region. These relations represent the spatial and temporal develop-
ment of the quantities,  div1 A and (rot  i)z.. 
   Equations (2.16) and (2.17) are also regarded as some sort of wave equations, 
hence we may say that  div1 A propagates one-dimensionally only in the z-direction 
(parallel to the imposed magnetic field B0), while (rot  A), propagates isotropically in 
radial direction. 
   Since  div1 A and (rot  A), can be well determined from eq. (2.16) or eq. (2.17)
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provided that we put appropriate initial conditions, the right-hand side of eqs.  (2.14) 
and (2.15) can be treated as the source terms. Therefore, by connecting eq. (2.16) to 
eq. (2.14), we can expect that if a sort of A is given initially, the divergence of A, i.e., 
 div1 A, propagates one-dimensionally along the line of force passing through the 
region where A existed initially (see eq.  (2.16)  ), and  div1 A behaves like a source, 
producing a new field A which propagates in radial direction from this point. Thus the 
signal and the energy accompanying the field A can be transmitted in all directions 
in the space outside the region where the initial field lies. Although the  left-hand 
side of eq.  (2.14) is an isotropic, three-dimensional wave equation, the resultant field 
is not a spherical wave, because the right-hand side of eq. (2.14) varies in such a way 
that it moves along the z-direction with velocity VA. 
   We should note here, however, that the field A contains not only the above-
mentioned waves, but also waves which depend on the initial conditions. If there 
exists a field initially in some region, this field propagates isotropically with velocity VA 
according to eq.  (2.14), hence the complete field will consist of two parts. Now we 
designate the former field which is generated by  p1(div1 A), given on the right-hand side 
of eq. (2.14), as the "modified isotropic (MI-) mode", and the latter field as the "direct 
isotropic (DI-) mode", which depends on the initial conditions  and is purely isotropic. 
    In the same way, we can treat the eq. (2.15) by virtue of eq. (2.17). Since the 
rotation of A i.e., (rot  A), propagates spherically from the initial point (see eq. (2.17)), 
and behaves in eq. (2.15) like a source, generating a new field A which propagates only 
in the z-direction parallel to the line of force. Due to the fact that the source field 
(rot  A); proceeds in any radial direction with the  Alfvén velocity,  VA,  the lines along 
which the field A and its energy travel do not remain fixed but spread out  transversely 
into the space. Thus, the resultant field A can not be regarded as one-dimensional 
transverse waves, although the left-hand side of eq. (2.15) appears to be purely one-
dimensional. In addition, there exists a field resulted from initial conditions. Then, 
we will call the former field due to  pi_x  [e (rot  Al- on the right-hand side of eq. (2.15) 
 as the "modified transverse  (MT-)  mode"*, and the latter field determined by the initial 
 conditions as "direct transverse (DT-) mode." 
    Thus the field of hydromagnetic waves consist of two parts. Consequently, we 
 may say that hydromagnetic waves are composed of the "modified isotropic mode" 
 and the"direct isotropic mode" with referring to eqs. (2.14) and (2.16), or of the 
 "modified transverse mode" and the "direct transverse mode" with eqs. (2.15) and 
 (2.17). 
    However, both of the eqs. (2.14) and (2.15) were also derived from the original wave 
 equation (2.8). Hence the resultant field  composed. of the MI-mode and the DI-mode 
 given by eq. (2.14) must be identical with those composed of the MT-mode and the 
 DT-mode given by eq. (2.15). 
   *  Tamao  (1964)  called  this  mode  the  "converted  transverse  mode".  But  we  use  the  name 
 mode"  in  this  paper  because  we  are  considering  that  the  process  generating  the  field  A  from 
 (rot  A),  is differrent from the  conversion of waves from an isotropic mode to a transverse 
     mode. In this respect, a discussion will be given in section  3-iii.
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iv. Excitation of the  MI-mode and the MT-mode in infinite space.  In infinite space, 
no waves can exist without any sort of source if no waves exist initialy. Then, we 
return to eq. (2.8), and write the wave equations including source term, i.e., 
^ 
 2                                    1
       cp- •  V —VA2..a t--,42a) A —(diviA)(G X  B0)  , (2.18) 
and 
 (  a2  a2  A=x [e, (rotA)2] — (G x130) • (2.19)  a  z2 VA  2  a  t2VA2 
At the same time, it is necessary to  rewrite the equations for  div1 A and (rot  A)z as 
                     2 
                              a2            ° — 
               z2VA2a  diviA— —V1°2(rot  G),, (2.20) 
and 
        1 a2 Bo          ,72  (rotA)2 — G(2.21)  V  
A2 a t2VA2 
   Consider the situation that the external force  G exserts on this system after  1-0, 
then we can put  A=0 and  aAlat-0 at t=0. The treatment of the above set of equations 
is in the similar fashion to the previous section. 
   First, we discuss the implication of eq. (2.18) in connection with eq. (2.20). If G 
has torque or torsion about a line of force, i.e., (rot  G),*0,  div1 A is excited and propa-
gates one-dimensionally along the line of force, and in eq.  (2.18), behaving like a moving 
source, around which the field A is generated. Because of the nature of eq. (2.18), this 
generated field A propagates spherically from the moving source  divi, A. This is of the 
MI-mode. Besides this, there exists the  DI-mode wave which does not disappear even 
when (rot  G), is lacking. The waves of this mode are directly resulted from the second 
term on the right-hand side of eq. (2.18). 
   Next, we discuss the implication of eq. (2.19) in connection with eq. (2.21). If G 
has compression or rarefaction in a plane perpendicular to the z-axis,  i.e.,  divd,  G*0, 
(rot  A), can be excited and propagates isotropically into the space, and in eq. (2.19), 
behaving like a moving source, around which the field A is generated. This generated 
field A propagates one-dimensionally along the line of force because of the nature of eq. 
 (2.19). This is of the MT-mode. Besides this mode, there exists the DT-mode wave 
which does not vanish even when  div1 G=0. From the above discussion, we can draw 
a conclusion about the mechanism for exciting hydromagnetic  waves; a torsional force 
gives rise to the MI-mode wave, while a compressional force generates the MT-mode 
wave. In a general case, art external force may be partly torsional and partly  com-
pressional. When we employ the set of eqs. (2.18) and (2.20), the torsional part of  G, 
i.e., (rot  G), is transmitted in the MI-mode, and  G itself in the DI-mode. Similarly, for 
eqs. (2.19) and (2.21), the compressional part of  G, i.e.,  div1  G is transmitted in the MT-
mode and  G itself in the DT-mode. In the special case where (rot  G)2-0 or  div1  G-0, 
we have  div1 A=0 or (rot  A),=0 from eq. (2.20) or eq. (2.21), respectively. Hence our
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wave equations (2.18) or (2.19) are reduced to the usual wave  equations which are  purely 
isotropic or purely one-dimensional. 
3. Phase and attenuation of hydromagnetic waves in infinite space 
i. Integration of wave equation (2.19) in connection with eq. (2.21). 
   In chapter 2 we discussed hydromagnetic waves qualitatively and showed how to 
analyze  them, In this chapter we shall actually integrate the wave  equations to 
evaluate the space-time relation and the space attenuation of the waves.  With the 
external force given in the form, 
               G g  (7  ,  (z)  f  (t) (3.1) 
where f(t) is any function of time and is zero for  t<0, the integration of eq. (2.21) gives 
              f                          4)(rot  A)  =
47t                            R.-•divi_ g(p,O)pdpd0 (Rt) (3.2) 
          Bo2tiV 
   =0  (R  >  VA  t)  , 
where 
 R  2  +  22  , and  w  =vi  r2  —  2  p  cos  (cp  —  0)  p2. 
Here eq. (3.2) can also be considered as the expression for B since  B-= (rot  A). from 
eq. (2.6). 
   Next, we must integrate the equation for MT-mode, i.e., 
 / a2 1 a2 
 a  z2 17.12 a t2A =(e, (rot AO. (3.3) 
Performing the integration of eq. (3.3) with the substitution of eq. (3.2), we have an 
expression for vector potential field A, 
 R 
     A I4V
A                            g (p,0) ••••Fizz r pdpd0  x  e„, (3.4)            tTe 
where, 
                                t                      ,
          4)(0=f (.7-) d T (3.5) 
 (r•T) 
and  pi denotes the differential operator perpendicular to the  z-axis, with respect to 
the field point  (r,  (p). The derivation of eq. (3.4) is shown in appendix A. 
   With eqs. (2.7) and  (2.9), we have also the expressions for the electric field E and 
the magnetic field B, 
                     f (tR  
 VAC0                                                                     (r*
    E B°4 7r VAg(p , 0)F_Luipdpd0Xe,, (3.6) 
                                                3
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                              R
       14  f  VA) Z  =  B°jjg (p,0)ppdpd0, (3.7)                 n-VA2 
and from eq.  (3.2), 
                  f (tR
        4B° jjg (p, 0) pdpd0. (3.8)                 V A2 
   Since integrals in these expressions are taken over the  (p, 0)—plane on which the 
source lies, we may expect that the pattern of the source (which is  located  in the plane 
 z  =0 when  t=0) propagates into space without any destruction of the initial form. 
   In order to make this clear, let us consider the situation that the source is 
localized in a small region around the origin, and whose intensity is zero outside this 
region. An example of such source is, 
                          (951)   g(I))  —[1  —  H  (r  —  e  , (3.9) 
where H (r) is Heaviside's function of  r. Then, 
 (r  —  a)  div  1  g   g  (q)) 
Substituting this expression into eq. (3.4), we have 
                     2,asin (0 —g)) (t Ra 
   BoVI    A —— g(0)d 0 ,(3.10 
                   0)                 4 7-rVAr2 —2a r cos(0 — -cp)a2 
and 
                  2,[r— acos (0(71)].1)(I —Ra 
   A   
      BV'1
g(0)d 0 ,  q,(3.11)  4  7r  VA 10r2 — 2acos(0—(p)a2 
where 
 Ra  r2  —  2  r  a  cos  (0  —  (p)  a2  +  z2  .
Taking the limit  air-0, eqs. (3.10) and (3.11) are simplified as follows, 
 A  r  =  0  , 
                            r R 
                   Bre 
                 (I) (V A )1.2                   BQVA 
                    g (0) d 0 —,(3.12)4 7tVA4 71"VA 
where R denotes  -1/72 + z2. (The same notation R is sometimes used for representing 
 vc62+z2 .0.2±Z2.                  But, in any case, R is the distance from the source point  (p,  0 , 0) 
to a field point  (7, cp, z)  .) 
   The energy flux of this system is given by Poynting vector, S = E  x  Blit , and
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                               R 
                         B02Q2I_-1VA2..]   S 
eR                       16 
7r2,u VA3 r2. 
 t-R)i  B
02  Q2 VA _J 
 16  7r2it  VA3  R2  -  cosec2,ke,  , (3.13) 
       where  e, denotes the unit radial vector in the spherical coordinate system. This 
       relation is helpful for the better understanding of the MT-mode. Referring  to eq. 
       (3.13), we may recognize that the MT-field (partial wave) originating in a sufficiently 
       small region by a compressional force can transport the energy in any direction in the 
       space but with anisotropic nature . In other words, the MT-mode wave has  an iso-
       tropic phase  t  —RIV  A, but has an anisotropic space attenuation  1/r2-=  (1/R2)cosec2ik, 
       where  * is the angle between the imposed magnetic field  B0 and the direction  Of 
       propagation. Thus MT-mode is neither isotropic nor one-dimensional. 
          Next, the DT-mode is given by integrating the equation
 a2 
                                    VII2(B,x G),(3.14)  a22  -V A2  a  t2  )-"" 
       for the same source given by eq. (3.1), and the result is, 
      B„^z1zi  A =  rg(r,) X ed+t (t , (3.15)           2 VA V  A  j  t7  4 
 =0  (t  <  z  I   ) 
      The electric field  E and the magnetic field B are given by 
             E = [g (r, q)) Xe t-17vAVA 
          BozI             B =+  9(7 ,Co)-,-(3.17)               2V
A2r 
      A sign on the right-hand side of eq. (3.17) should be opposite to that of z. 
          In case the source is located in a finite region, it is obvious from these expressions 
      that the field of the DT-mode is always zero outside a cylinder whose axis is 
       parallel to the z-axis and its cross-section at the plane z=0 is just the source boundary.
      Therefore, outside this cylinder, the field is determined only by the MT-field. 
      ii. Integration of eq. (2.18) in connection  yith eq. (2.20). Interpretation of these 
       equations is analogous to section i. 
          First, with the source function given by  (3.1), the integration of eq. (2.20)  gives 
                Bo zI
t2„.iVzi                divi A —0 v .4[rot g (r, Olz(19(t                      VA=A                                                      
I Z I(3.18)  =0 t< 
                                                                              v,,
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Next, the integration of the MI-mode equation, 
 (V  •V  — 1 a   VA2a 12 ) Al = p1  (divi  A)  , (3.19) 
with the substitution of eq. (3.18) gives 
         Bo Ifa.n) 
 A=8V
A 
                  d dv [rot g71)], 
                   7t 
              4)(t_z —+ Ro22 4)(t20 Z Ro_)       VAVA                      dzo4- d2'01, (3.20)    [101  R, R, 
where  R,  1,/c62  z02,  =  vi(x  )2 (y —'2                                     q,)and z1,z2are given in eq. (A. 10) in 
appendix A. The derivation of eq. (3.20) is shown in appendix B. With eqs. (2.7) 
and (2.9), we have also the expressions for the electric field E and the magnetic field 
B, 
            Bo      E =8V
A 
  d dpj _(rot g (E, 7))), 
                       71' 
             —Zo+R,z z  + R0  )
                                  0  
      rz f (t —zf (t — 
    RVAVA                  d z, Rd  z, , (3.21) 
 *[L,  
     B 871,1%2ciEdnr„ (rot g(, /7))z 
            z — z,+ R,z,--zR, 
     F
ziRVd z, —R,f--Af (t — 
                     A 
                            Vdz oll&. (3.22)   •J   , 
   In this case, the expressions for the fields are so complicated as compared with the 
case for the MT-mode, therefore it is not obvious what character the MI-mode has. But, 
we can speak of the direction of the energy transmission. The direction is described by 
Poynting vector  S---Ex/3/it. From eqs. (3.21) and (3.22), it is seen that the vector 
E lies in the direction of  p1, and B in the direction of  FIX  e, hence S exists in the direc-
tion of  ez, i.e., in the z-direction. 
   As we can not have general topology further, we must be satisfied with some 
examples. As in case of section  ii of this chapter, let us deal with a source located in a 
small region, 
 g   [1  —  H  (7  —  a)]eS. 
In Cartesian coordinates, (rot  g), is expressed as follows, 
              (rot  g), P  3 (x x0)  8 (y —  yo)  (x.02  yo2 a2) (3.23) 
and .  g  0  . (3.24)
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       (Now we can not use  expressions in circular cylindrical coordinates, because the 
       derivation of eq. (3.20), shown in appendix B, is correct  only in Cartesian coordinates.)
       Thus, from eq.  (3.20), we have 
 A  x  —  — Br V °i 8 (7) — yo) d77 f 8' (E — xo)Yr(E,  72) d  8IA 
                                 o                   BP
V    ASy 
              Ay--.S-8 7rJS( — xo) dE f S' (7)— yo) 7 (E, 71) d 11 , 
                                  A 
       where 
                      ,c6(t_z— zo + Ro)zo — z+ Ro                                                                —) 
      VAVA  (E, n) = Idzo+Ijdzo            Ro, .-  Ro 
       and  Ro =  V  (x—  E)2 +  (y  —  77)2 +  (z  —  20)i  ' 
       Due to the property of  8-function, the above expressions for A are reduced to 
       21%—B°PIxo)arBo P  ( a qr                    3 01 — Yo) d1a Txd=          87rVA0)a 8  7r  VA  a=x„ 
 )7=y0 
                                                           (3.25)
 Bo  P fS a3F Boi P, ayi . Ay= T — Xo) d f 5 (7) —)Ynd 13 — 
 87rVA,a.71 8  7r  VA  a7)  )t=r0 • 
                                                                                                                        n=y0 
       Derivatives of  7 with respect to  E and  71 contain the differentiations with respect to the 
       integrand as well as the upper and lower boundary of the integrations, i.e.,  z, and  z2.
       Using the property  0(0)=0 as defined in eq. (3.5), and the relations 
 a  F  R  .. x —                            —2ct)(t—  i 
                aEv AX' zzo 
 and a lif  
 aIt —R ^XY—71                         ,I= 2 0                       VAm2
      where R,___.1/  tri2  +  z2  ,
       if we put  a.--  0 in these, eq. (3.25) is reduced to 
                             R 
 BoP cp(t—)                                    VA 
 Ax  — cos99,                  4 
7r VA r 
                                         R ',
 BP
VA.0( t —v) 
o
       Ay—A/   sin(f), where R = 1/ r2 + z2 , 
         7rr 
        or, through transformation into cylindrical coordinates, we have a final expression,
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 (15 R  ) 
  t 
              BP VA ,       A — °(3 .26)   er.                       4 reVA7 
 And by virtue of eqs. (2.7) and (2.9), we have also the following expressions  for the 
 electric field and the magnetic field, 
 R                      f(1—  
 E  — B°P                     4                                                       (3.27)                                    7-L-Vey4 
and 
c(t 
         B  = -B° Pj•IT ( Z(3 .28)                    4irV
A2 7R) e9) 
    In this case,  div± g is shown to be zero by eq. (3.24), and it is obvious from eq. 
(3.8) that  B vanishes and the magnetic field B is purely transverse to the imposed 
magnetic field  Bo. (Parallel component of the magnetic field,  B is only given by eq. 
 (3.8), and the other mode can never give parallel component.) The Poynting vector S 
accompanying this mode directs to the z-axis , and is expressed as follows, 
                Bo 2 p 2[f(tR2 
    S VA ( Z             16Tr2 / V A3 r2R) e(3.29) 
These expressions, eqs. (3.27), (3.28) and (3.29) give us some information concerning the 
MI-mode. First, we may observe that the MI-mode emitted from a torsional point 
source spreads in any direction in the space, while the direction of the energy transmis-
sion is restricted within the  z-direction , as stated above, and the space attenuation is 
not isotropic but strongly dependent on the direction of propagation as seen by eq. 
(3.29). Thus, the MI-mode is neither purely one-dimensional nor purely isotropic. 
    The remainder of the solution of eq. (2.18), i.e., DI-mode, is given by the solution 
of equation, 
  a2  
              (VFVA2at2 ) A —VA 2 (Bo  X  G)  . (3.30) 
Integrating this equation , we can have the DI-mode solution for the source given in eq. 
(3.1), 
                        f(t — 1?)      ff       A B d Ed 71[g  (E, 7))  Xe,]  RV(tR 
     471-VA 2—VA  (3
.31) 
 =  0  (t<  — —  VA) 
                                            where R r:62 z2  - 
This is purely isotropic for space, and has the phase  t—R/V  A and the space attenua-
tion  11R.
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iii.  Discussion on  Tainao's  work. Tainao (1964) first studied the structure of 
 three-dimensional  hvdromagnetic waves, and  presented the concept, the  'converted 
transverse  mode". He treated a wave equation which was identical with our eq. (2.8), 
in the same way as we discussed in section 3-i. In his treatment, however, the source 
function was assumed to be given by 
                    G (r,  p, z, t)  ---- g (r,  cp)  8 (z) H (t) , (3.32) 
where H(t) is the Heaviside's function which he thought to be appropriate for the 
time behavior of the source function . Thus, the source function he used is a special 
form of eq. (3.1) in our case. His expressions for the electric field E and the magnetic 
field B were 
         B  Er—471.,_v_'" Ati divig (p, 0) TI, (t7, z, t)  [p sin (cp—  0)]  p  d  pd0 
                                                      (3.33)              B
o  E,---— 4  7r  VA ifdivl g (p,  0) II ,(ca, z,  t)  [r — p cos (c— 0)]  p  d  p  d  0 
     _  
 BBVo ff,         .--8      '
7A2J 
                divi  g  (p, 0)  1T2  (cis, z,  t)  [r  —  p  cos  ((p —  0)1p  d  p  d  0 
          B ,     B= 7.1,vA, jjdiVi_ g (p0) TI2(c a,z,t) [psin (cp— 0)1dpd0,    ,p                                                      (3.34) 8 
where      
1    1 1- z2'71     H
i---„  - + CE12 + z
12 ccr2  ±  Z22  -7  C62  _1/652  ±  z92 — 1/02 ± zi2 
    1 1 1 r-z, z1 2 z 7  11
2=---• +_,r,-.-            552± z
i2 —erj2 ±z22 -r-ay2-1/(52 4: z92-I,, cu2 ± 2,12  —VecEi2  4_  z2  j  • 
                                                   (3.35) 
(These expressions are rewritten from his paper for comparison, and are slightly modified 
by us since he used e.m.u. units.) Our expressions corresponding to these are obtained 
from eqs. (3.6) and (3.7) by  replacing  f(t) with H(t). 
 Ey4 7.E.B°vA II div_i_g (p , 0)
    E, —4—Bo_ifdivig(p,            7rI'.10H)(t — )[p sin (q) — 0)]pdpd0, 
                                   ca2A 
                           H ( t —-TRT) 
                                 \VAi 
                                 rij2[r — p cos (cp--0)1p pd0,(3.36)
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                       (t —                      VAz  B7= 4 7,1,3T%  J  Jdiv19(p,0)  co2p cos (g,—0)-ipdpd0 , 
                                                    (3.37) 
            4n- 17,2 
                  H (ty      ff
   B,—B,g(p,  
w2A                                      zrp sin (g)-0)]pdpd0 , 
                                          L where R =  aj2  z2 
An expression of  B, coincides with ours . Time behavior of the function,  U, and 112 
are illustrated in Fig. 2. 
    Originally, his "converted transverse mode" and our "modified transverse mode" 
must be identical with each other , because these are derived from the same equation 
(2.8). Nevertheless, there are some differences in character between his "CT-mode" 
and our "MT-mode". 
   On the basis of eqs. (3.33), (3.34) and (3.35), he presented the concept, the 
"convert ed transverse mode". He explained implication of this mode for a point 
source; he said, "In order to clear the space-time relation of E represented by eq. (3.33), 
let us assume in Fig. 1 that  div1 G is only acting on a point  0 . Signals of the isotropic 
mode started from the point  0 will spread in all directions as is shown in this figure. At 
the instant of time of  t---to----R/VA, namely when the isotropic wave front reaches to 
the point P, the first signal will be observed at this point . This first signal is, however, 
suffered the space attenuation of  1/1? during its travel within a distance of  OP, since it is 
communicated by the isotropic  mode . After the time of  t—to, there are continuous  ar-
 ,                                             z 
 r,  •Ri/Vk 
 PIGTI.Z0 
 1..  R/VA 
 P  (az  ) 
 12 •R2/VA /R 
 VAt••Rt•  Z,-Z 
 •R21-  Z  -22 
 P 
          -45  
a). 
 R2 
 P2  7.2) 
       Fig. 1.  Illustration of paths of Tamao's converted transverse mode (see text)  .
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    Fig. 2 Time  behavior of  F  =  m2n1 and  G=w2/72, which appear in Tamao's expressions 
          eqs. (3.34) and (3.35). 
rivals of signals of the converted transverse mode at the point of P. Their path  con-
sists of two parts, the isotropic part and the transverse part. The former is the ray-
path of the isotropic mode from 0 to a crossed point on the line of force through the 
point P, except the line of OP. The latter is the path along this field line, from the 
crossed point to the observational point P and on this path there is no space attenuation. 
Let us consider the instant of time of  t—  VA--1  (Ri+z,—z). At this instant the signals, 
which propagate along the paths  OP1P and  OP2P, respectively, just arrive simultaneously 
at the point P. The intensity of signal at this time is a summation of all contributions 
from the signals of the converted transverse mode converted from the isotropic 
disturbances, of which ray-paths were involved within a triangle of  OP1P2. The signal 
which contributes to point P with the largest intensity is such that it propagates along 
the direction perpendicular to the field lines by a distance  CO' in the isotropic mode, then 
after crossing the field line through the point P, it reaches to the observed point one-
dimensionally without any geometric attenuation." 
   In the following items, we shall note the differences between his "converted trans-
verse mode" and our "modified transverse mode". 
   a) While our "modified transverse mode" has the phase  t—RIVA,  his "converted 
transverse mode" has the integral form, whose elementary ray paths are involved 
within a triangle of  OP,P, in Fig. 1. That is, in our mode the initial form can be 
transmitted to any points without deformation, i.e., if the step function lies on the 
origin, the step function responds at the observing point, in our case. On the contrary, 
in his mode, the cores of integrand, F and G show a gradual increase until they attain 
to the certain final values. (see Fig. 2) These final values coincide with our solutions. 
Thus, the inconsistency between his mode and our mode exists in the time behavior of 
the solutions in the transient stage. 
   b) He considered that the elementary wave, whose integration gives the intensity 
at the observing point, has the ray path, e.g.,  OPP=OP'  +PT, that is isotropic path 
and transverse path. Therefore he concluded that this process is the conversion from
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the isotropic mode to the transverse mode, and he named the  "converted transverse 
mode". In our mode, however, the elementary wave is just the wave, whose ray path 
is just OP, and whose phase is  t—RIV  A. 
   For the above-mentioned reasons, we disagree to consider that this process is the 
"con version". In our view, our "modified transverse mode" well characterizes the 
nature of hydromagnetic waves which can not be separated into the known waves. Then, 
we call our mode the "modified transverse mode". The situation in the MI-mode, is also 
similar. 
   His maintenance is based on the results of mathematical analysis i.e., on the 
expressions (3.33)—(3.35), while our opinion is due to our results, e.g., eqs. (3.36) and 
(3.37). Thus, the inconsistency between his and our interpretations has resulted from 
the inconsistency between the mathematical analysis . In the process of integrating 
eq. (2.19) by means of Green's function, we may have such a strange solution as that 
of a distribution (e.g.,  8-function) whose carrier is infinitesimal volume in space-time 
coordinate. This solution is trivial in some case, but occasionally it is not trivial. 
We had intended to avoid such trouble in deriving the results, eq. (3.4) from eq. (2.19). 
(See appendix A.) 
4. Scalar wave equations and boundary value problems 
i. Scalar wave equations. In the previous chapters , we discussed the solutions of the 
vector wave equation (2.8), and presented the concepts, the "MI-mode" and the "MT-
mode." This procedure gave us some basic information on the properties of hydromagne-
tic waves in infinte space such as travel-time relation, space-attenuation, and excitation 
of them. Although these concepts are useful in infinite space in this way , we may not 
succeed in obtaining further information such as reflection or transmission coefficients 
when we deal with boundary value problems. 
   Therefore we introduce a scalar wave equation and attempt to treat the boundary 
value problems. 
 Now, in section 2-i, we pointed out that  G,=0 in general, then the vector of the 
exciting force, G, lies in a plane perpendicular to  Bo. Such a vector will be determined 
perfectly and uniquely if the divergence and the rotation in that plane are given at all 
points in the whole space, as, 
 div1 G  s  (r,  4p, z, t) (4.1) 
                  (rot  G), = c (r,  q, z,  t) (4.2)
In fact if we choose two scalar functions  0 and  YI defined by the relations 
     1 1   0  (r, cp, z,  t) — 2 7r VA2ff c (p,0,z, t) log pdpd0, (4.3)                                                   CEi 
 1 1              (r
,  99, z, t)T  2  7r  vA2s (p'0z"t) log pdpd0, (4.4) 
where  czi  -t/r2 —2 r p cos  (g)--0)+ p2 is the distance from a point (r,  (p) to a point  (p,  0),
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one may observe that G can be evaluated uniquely from the equation 
 G  =  VA2  +  p  X  (TI  ez)]  x  e, 
                 = VA2  [p  X  (0  ez) —  F±V].  (4.5) 
The proof of this item is given in appendix  C:- 
   Then for the vector potential field A we will also introduce two scalar functions, 
L  and  111, by analogy with eq.  (4.5). 
                   A------a2Bo[pL + p X (M e,)] x e, 
 a2  Bo [7  X  (L  e,)  VIM]  • (4.6) 
Here a is a quantity which has the dimension of length. Introduction of this quantity 
makes the scalars, L, and  M non-dimensional. Substituting eqs. (4.5) and (4.6) into 
the basic wave equation (2.8), one may obtain after some arrangement, a relation 
 a2  m 1  a2M 11 a2   VI( a  z,  VA2  a  t24-a2-cb)[Fr (F2  L VAa t  221.)- x0  e,  = .  a2 
                                                   (4.7) 
Then if we choose L and M so as to satisfy the relations 
  L       (17.2— —(4.8)                      VA2 a t2L a2 
 (2a21  th (4.9) 
 z2 VA2 a t2 )1/1a2- 
we may observe that eq. (4.7) are satisfied exactly. 
   Eqs. (4.8) and (4.9) are the familiar wave equations which are three-dimensional 
and one-dimensional, respectively, and may be treated easily. One looking for a disper-
sion equation in eqs. (4.8) and  (4.9), may obtain the very equations (2.10) and  (2.11). 
   Thus in case of source-free region, the scalar field L and M are decoupled, and the 
former is purely isotropic and the latter is purely one-dimensional, respectively, notwith-
standing the vector fields (only which have physical meaning) such as A, E, B or V are 
coupled and of hybrid characteristics. This circumstance is akin to one in the theory 
of elastic waves. 
   Now,we can describe hydromagnetic waves in terms of the scalar fields L and M. 
In the following sections, we will attempt to discuss on the characters of hydro-
magnetic waves in terms of the scalar fields L and M, especially in case of the system 
having a discontinuous boundary. For this purpose, the expressions for the fields in 
cylindrical coordinates are given as  follows: 
 A  1aL 3M                                  a y)   3r 
            a,Bo(±1  am(4.10)                        a 
rY a  ) 
 A, 0
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                       1a La M   E
r                    aq,r 
 aL1aM(4.11)           — a2Bo—+
                             7  a )
 Ez 0 
 a  aL1  am   B
r+  z  ay7  a  fp 
                  a (1 aL  am                                              (4.12)           Bc° a2  Ba
z 0,aq9 a r ) 
 IB,  (1   a  (7   aL   ) 1   a2L   ar  ay  y2  cp2 
                   a L  1  am  
 v,.  a  
r  r  aq, 
 v, = a2 aa M (4.13) 
 at  r  a99  a  r 
 v, 0 
• ii. Boundary conditions in the scalar fields L and M. 
   In the hydromagnetics the boundary conditions at a discontinuous plane require that 
the force acting on one side of the plane must be balanced with the force on the other 
side. This requirement provides a complete set of boundary conditions enough to 
determine the unknown  coefficients appeared in a boundary value problem. A force 
acting on a discontinuous plane,  T, is expressed as follows, 
 T  =  1.‘  n 
where T is the field tensor and in case of a cold and flow-free plasma, T should be con-
structed  from  only the magnetic field tensor, 
                B ,„ 1 Th
1,                       Ti•—  110i• —.Ui.0               I2 ,u 
In our case,  T has two parts, i.e.,  T=TQ+Ti, where  To and  Ti are the tensors in the zero' 
th and the first order of  IBIII/301, respectively.  Therefore, 
 1 0 0 
 Be2 
 T0=2 
,u,   0 1 0 (4.14) 
 0 0  —
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 B, 0 
        1-10 0            B, —Br
-13 ,0  —B, 
           1 3( 7aL) 1a2  7  arar r2 Cp2 '0, 
 a (aL+ 1 3.21  
 3z j 
                            1 3 (aL)1  a2L  
 a2  Bo•  0  7  aray y2  ay2 
 a   (i  3L aM  
                           azaqar 
           a(aL +1 am (1 aL  am
           3z 3r 7a (7)az3.7)  ar
 a aL 1 32L 
 Crar±  arY2 aq)2 J 
                                                     (4.15)
While, n is the unit normal vector of the deformed surface of the boundary and is 
given by 
 n  no  +  no  X  [no  X  v  (h  •  no)]  , (4.16) 
[Stix (1962)], where  no is a unit normal vector of the  undeformed surface of the 
boundary and h is displacement vector caused by a perturbation. From eq. (4.13) and 
 v=ahlat, we may observe that 
 a  L  1  aM  
               ar  ag,  
 h  =  a2         1 aLaM (4.17)  r 
q, ar 
                          0 
 - Accordingly, the condition at the boundary becomes 
 [7  • n} = P  PO)  -1- , (4.18) 
where the brace represents the jump in a quantity across the boundary, and P denotes 
the external force acting on the surface of the boundary.  (PM and  PM are in the zero'th 
and the first order of  IBill  B0  1.) Especially, in case of a cylindrical plasma whose 
boundary surface (undeformed) is given by the relation  r=a, we list the detailed condi-
tions for L and M, for our later use. 
   First, from eqs. (4.16) and (4.17), we have an expression for n,
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 1 0 
             it-----= 0— a2 1a(aL+Iam                  ra
q)a;/ r a. 9) (4.19) 
 0 a  (aL+1  am                          a
zk, arr aq)) 
 
/  r=a  • 
Then the condition (4.18) is written in the following form, by virtue of eqs. (4.14), 
(4.15) and (4.19), 
 l--30B1 
 pr  (1)  t  
itt 
          1  B02            2 tt  it,,}  —P,(1) at r =  a  , (4.20) 
                  + 
          1— (Bo Br  Be                P 2 ea nz)}—Pz(1) 
and 
                 1302  1                             P
r (0      2) . (4.21)                1
,aS= 
The last equation,  (4.21), is the condition for the mechanical equilibrium of the two 
layers on the either side of this discontinuous boundary surface at r=a, when external 
forces in the zero'th order of  .B1  / 1  B01, (e.g., currents with large intensity,) appears. 
   Especially in case  P(°)=0 and P(1)---0, eq. (4.20) is rewritten for both side of the 
boundary, 
 B,(1)  =  B,(2) 
 nv  (1)  =  its.(2)                                 at r = a . (4.22) 
              2  Br(1) + B0n,(1)—2  Br  (2) +  B0 n2(2) 
Substituting eqs. (4.12) and (4.19) into these, we have 
 1  a  / (a L1\1 a2 L11  a(a L21  a2L2      r) +9r) +  r  arar7-ao r a  rar,.2a0(4.23) 
or, by eq. (4.8) (after putting  V--,-0) 
         1 a2 1  a2                               1a2 az2  v  A2 a t2)L1—z2—aVA2at2 )L2(4.24) 
and  aL,  1 am,a L,1 a m2 
 +—+  arragr) ar 7 a99•(4.25) 
   Eqs. (4.23) or (4.24) and (4.25) constitute a complete set of the boundary cond-
itions, so that the usual relations such as continuity of normal component of the
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magnetic field, or tangential component of the electric field are not needed to add to 
these conditions. 
iii. Discussion on the character of the solutions. Now in order to make the situation 
clear, let us consider an example of a boundary value problem. Let us imagine that 
there is a plasma whose characteristic velocity,  VA, is changed discontinuously at 
 r=a. We distinguish the quantities in region 1 (r<a) by adding subscript, 1, and in 
region 2 (r> a) by subscript 2. And let us suppose that there is a point source at 
 (r,  p,  (b, 0, 0),  (b>  a) and that the primary field excited by it behaves as 
 eiK2R—iwt 
 Lo (4.26)R 
where  R=1/7124-z2  is the radial distance measured from the source point (b, 0, 0) to field 
point (r, z), and 
 161,2  = cqVA1,2  • (4.27) 
We take the Fourier-transform of  Lo  , 
                                       00 
 eiK2R 1  r                        ri) d k       R = 
7.r 
                  Ire..       KRcx)e iic2142±,12    li(k,  71) =  
co + 712                C12 eik4'd =_---1/2 Te1/27-r-1/••2 _ 
                             — 
 1/  71'2  Ho(') (v2  1'1)  , 
where 
 vi, 22 ='61,22 —k2 (4.28) 
Then 
               L01/00-) (v, r1) e—ikz  d  k  . (4.29) 
Hereafter the factor  e-i't although not written, will be understood. 
   Now according to the addition theorem of Bessel function, 
      H0(1)(v, r1) E H„,(1)(P2 b)J „,  (v2 r) cos  m  (i) (r  <b  I  cos  .99  )
 m=0 
or 
 =  E  j„,  (v,  b)  H„,(1)  (P2  1/) cos  m  Cp (r >  b  I  cos  Tip  , 
 m-0 
eq. (4.29) is written in the form, ,• 
 co 
 L, = •E  H  „„(1)  (v2b) J„,(v2r)  cos  m cp e-il”  dk (r < bcos(pi ) (4.30) 
              ^ m=0
_co 
 or 
        = E
0jr„(7), b) H ,„('), 7) cos112 tpe—ikz d(r >  b  I  cos  (pi  )  . (4.31)  A m=
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This is the incident wave . Similarly, we can express the reflected wave and refracted 
wave as 
             L„fi .=13.(k) Hm(1) (112  r) cosqc-ik,d(4.32) 
                            m=o _00 
 Lrefr.  E A,(k)  Jm (v1 r) cos me-ikz d  k  , (4.33) 
 m=o" 
where  A  „,(k) and  Bm(k) are unknown functions of  k. 
   Thus, we obtain the expressions for the field in region 1  (7  <a) 
                             
• 00  Li  — 0cos mpl.A m (k)(pi r) e-ihz d k, (4.34) 
and in region 2  (r>  a) 
 L2 =-i          2-m0cos mcp [B  „t (k) Hm(1)  (v2 r) H (1)  (v2 b)  J (v2 r)] e-ihz d  kJ 
                                       for  r <  b  I  cos  cpi (4.35)
or 
 L2 — 
0cos m(7) [B  , (k) Jm (vb)]Hm (1)  (v2  r) e-ikz d  k (4.36) 
                                            for  7  >  bl  COS  Cp  1  .
The unknown coefficients  A  m(k) and  8m(k) are determined by the boundary conditions 
obtained from eqs. (4.24)  and (4.25), i.e., 
 v12 L1  =22 L2 (4.37) 
 a  L,  3L2 at  r  =  a .                                                    (
4.38) 
 (1).  When  r  <b  I  cos  pi  , substitution of eqs. (4.34) and (4.35) into eqs. (4.37) and (4.38) 
gives 
 v12  m  (v1 a)  Am  (k)  P22  „,  (1)  (7I2 a)  B  m  (k) +  P22  j  (v2  a)  I  m(1)  (7,2 b)  ,
and 
     viI'(v1 a) Am (k) = v2 H'(1)(v a) B „, (k)v2J'm  (v2  a)  Hm  (1)  (Y2 b) 
Solution of these equations are as follows, 
             v22 J „, (v2 a)_H_'sn (I) (P2a) —„(7,a) Hm (1) (1)2 a) 1) I     A(k)*
J(vi a)Ifm(1)  (v2 a) —  v2J(Pi a)IIvt(1) (v2 a)Ilm(b 
                                                  (4.39) 
   B m (k)  v1 JP22,:f(77:a()1)1HalmJ0.";((vv22vv21fj:,((v;a)(.222 a) Ern) (v2b) (U2$0) . 
(2). When  '< bcos  (7)  I, using eq. (4.36) in stead of eq. (4.35), we have,
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 vi2  j„,(,, a)  A  „,  (/c)  7122  Hm(1)  ("2  B,,,  (k)  P22  H„,(1)  (v2 a)  1.  (1)2  b) 
and 
      v, J„,'(1,, a)(k) =  v, H'„,(1)(v , a)  B,,,  (k)  v2  „, (1)  (v a)  J„,  (v2  b)  . 
Solution of these equations are 
 A  „,  (k) 0 and  B  „,  (k)  = —  „,  (v,  b)  . 
Substituting these into eqs. (4.34) and (4.36), we have 
             L,=L20. (4.40) 
Then we obtain final expressions for the solutions in both regions, 
  L  =cos 9rbv22 J.,„(v2  a) H ' „,(1-) (7,, a) —  J„, (v2 a)  H„,  (1) (712 a)     E99•           2 
,„_0 Pi Pi  J. (v1 a) H'„, (1) (v2 a) —  (vi  a) I Im(i) (v2 a) 
 X  11,„.(1)  (P2 b)  Jm  (v,  7)  e-i4z d  k (4.41) 
or by virtue of Lommel's relation,       
1   c°°O2   L
,=—E cos m        re a „,_0f _ v2i 
                 II. (1)  ("2 b)  (vi  r)e-"z  
  X d k (r <  a)  . (4.42)  vJ„, (v1 a) H'„,(1) (v2 a) —  v2J„,' (v, a) Hm(1) (v2 a) 
And 
   L2-i          2-cos
;E0 m 
                       Pi LH, (v1 a) J',„  (v2 a) — v2I (v1 a)  J„, (v2 a)  
 f  [J- (v2  v,  Jm  (v, a)  H'  (v2  a)  —v2  (v1 a)  11„,(1)  (7,2a  
 X  H„,,  (1)  (7/2  7)1  H„,(1)  v2b)  e-ihz  d  >  a)  . (4.43) 
   Now, we must note that we have been able to obtain the correct solutions in this 
boundary value problem, by using only the field, L. In fact, we could show that the 
boundary conditions are satisfied without the field, M. It shows that the primary field 
 L0 in eq. (4.26) cannot excite M-mode even at the boundary. 
   In order to evaluate these integrals, we have better to replace the variable  k by the 
complex variable and to use contour integrations  in the plane. We shall 
evaluate integrals of the form, 
           (0a  — P2
 1 
                     (112 b) (Pi  r)   X(4 .44) 
         vi(vi11',„(1) (1/2a) — v J„,'(v1a) H„,(1)(va) 
                                              (r  a) .
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                               PI.Int(vi (v2P21„:(iii a) J,,,  (y2 a)                              vl 12nt—IF2(0 dm (V2  jm  (pi  a)  Hi  (1)  (7,2  a)   p2  Jrn,  (vi  a)  Hott  (1)  (v2 a) 
 X  Hrtb  (1)  (7,2  7)]H„,(1)  (v2b)e--iz  > a) . (4.45) 
By these  expressions, eqs. (4.42) and (4.43) become to 
 1  c°  L
i =    E  4,, cos  m  cp (4.46) 
 7"/'  a  m---0 
        L2= E 1cosIli cp(4.47)                 2 in_o2m 
   We must take the integrands to be single-valued functions by introducing branch 
cuts in the plane before Cauchy's theorem is applied. Branch points  ±--Ki and  ±K2 
are introduced by the radicals  pi--  VIC12— and  P2=-- 
   If we consider the integrals in eqs. (4.44) and (4.45) for a real co, these branch points 
 41 and  K2-=-COIV  42 are on the real axis of then on the path of  integration, k, 
and principal values of integrals must be used. The assumption that  co is complex 
will displace the points  Ki and  K2 from the real k axis to a line whose slope is 
 I„,co  .  Therefore, it seems to be more useful to consider first the contour shown 
in Fig. 3 and to take the limiting case co real. In Fig. 3 branch cuts are given by 
Re  v1---0 and Re For a complex  co=s+io-, Re  v1,2=0 requires that the  value  of 
 (s2  V  Al,  22  (k2  —72)  2ti(scrf  VA,  22  —  kT) must be real and  negative, or 
                                                                  S2 —62           k
TTTand  k2 72  >             V41,22-—VA1,22 
These conditions give the branch cuts must lie as in Fig. 3 , these cuts being parts of 
hyperbolas. Now taking, for example, the integrals in eq. (4.44), we see 
 cc, 
 IF,  d  F  (k)  dk+  J  Fi  (0  d  +  J  F  d 
 Zi 
 F1(0.n=  2  ziERes  (z  >  0)  , 
where  .Res on the right-hand side represents the summation of residues of  F1(0 at 
the poles enclosed in this contour . On the infinite  arcs  F the integrand  F1('') goes to 
zero when z> 0 because of the factor  e--i4'2  , then the integral along the real axis is 
 F,(k)dk—  2n-i  2'  Res  41  F1(0(Q-  F2(')d  (z>  0)  . (4.48) 
 42 
   The first term on the  right-hand side of eq. (4.48) which is the contribution from 
poles that lie on  `-plane enclosed by this contour, gives, in general, surface waves or 
boundary waves. While the second and the third terms on the right-hand side of eq. 
(4.48), which are the branch line integrals along  Al and  A2, give in general body waves
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 Re  V2=0                 
- -  .C2 
 .C1  •ic
n2,  x 
 Relic.--O  • ,  pole  Ktiv 
                                      
\ • 
        Fig. 3 Contour for evaluation of integrals (4.44) and (4.45) in  c-plane for  z>0. 
(reflected and refracted waves at the  boundary). The argument is similar and well-
known one in the theory of elastic waves.  Here poles of the integrands are given by 
zeros of equation 
         11.(0=-=_.111j,„  (v, a)  H  '  (v2 a) —  v2  J„,'  (v, a)  H  (v, a) = 0 (4.49) 
where  4„,() is in turn the denominator of the integrand of eq.  (4.45). Since eq.  (4.49) 
will have many roots, some of them are real and some of them complex with positive or 
negative imaginary part, then there will exist many surface waves, and some of them 
will be growing waves and some of them dumping waves. 
   Using for the residue of an integrand  M(x)IN(x) at a pole  x  =  a the expression  111(a)1 
 1V'(a), we can easily find that by eqs. (4.44) and (4.45) at poles  ••"=--K,„,,,.(pi-1,  2  •••  •  )
                    -i/K 2___Hot(1)-6,22Km..2)        - 2 71-i—2  P-1.jm•Vici2Km,h2) e-iK„,„7.                          (K
„,,) 
      +  F1  ()  F d (4.50) 
 e, 
                    C„,  1
2„,+ 27-tiE(K)    H,„(1) (ri/K22 —  K„,,2) 
        +  f  F2 d  +J  F,  (0  d (4.51) 
 1,vhere 
 D„, = [v(0] 
       a„t 
 a Grn (") (4.52)     E
rn =  a 
 C.,  (0  (Pi a)  (7)2 a) —  1)2  J.'  (Pi a)  J„,  (712 a)]  H  m(1)  (P2 b) 
Although we can not yield any information  in detail on  K„,,, roots of eq. (4.49), before 
we shall have accomplished numerical analysis, we may expect that the equation 
has real roots  K, such that  tc,<  I  KI  <,c1. In this case  vi  ----Vic,2-1-C2 is real and
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 712=  1/  /C22  —K2 is pure imaginary,  therefore we have an appropriate condition for existence 
of surface wave solutions.  For by virtue of an  assyinptotic expansion of Hankel 
function, 
 H  m(i)K2)+1)11/2 2 (r* =1.11/K2 — K22)e—y                                        ir  7* 
we can obtain that 
                      (K)e.  /2nt(r,  z,2--1/2 7r. 8--(nt,i2)..                               E „t (K)  1/-1* 
 l2„, (a, z, t)  /  a  e(a—r)/r* (r > a) (4.53) 
when r  1/K22  — K2  rlr*>  1  . 
Thus under appropriate  conditions there will exist some surface waves characterized by 
phase  velocity  co/K„,, and attenuation distance  7*-111/K2„,5,—K22. These surface waves 
will travel along z-axis with their particular phase velocity and will contribute to rather 
small region while body waves which come from branch line integrals  S41 and  Se, 2 will 
supply their energy to whole region more or less. Importance of surface waves lies 
in the fact that these waves, if exist, will behave as so-called "transverse waves" do, 
as mentioned  above. 
   Acknowledgement: The author wishes to express his thanks to Prof. Y. Kato for 
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                          Appendix A 
                        Derivation of eq. (3.4) 
Let us take the Laplace transform of eq. (3.3), 
         7o221 
              a ,2v„)A = VI X  (e,  (rot  A),)  (A.1) 
where A denotes the Laplace transformed function of A 
 A  =  f  A  e-Pt  d . 
Also taking the Laplace transform of eq. (3.2), we obtain 
                 BoF (p) e—(PIV A)R            (
rot A), =
71-  V2  div1  g  (p,   pdpd0 (A.2) 
                                    , where
 F(p)=J  f  (t)  e-1"  d  t
Substituting this expression into eq. (A. 1), we have an inhomogeneous Helmholtz's 
equation for the Laplace transformed vector potential A, i.e., 
 a2 (  15 121r BoF (is) ff  e—(P  1Y A)R 
 aVAJL  4  ir VA2/71  Rdivj_ g (p,  0)pdpc10  Xe2. 
                                                  (A.3) 
   The solution of this equation  satisfying the boundary condition  A-4) as  jz1 
can be obtained by employing the suitable Green's function.  in the present case using 
 e—(PIV  A) z—zo 
 2  (NV 
 as  Green's function, we can write the solution of eq. (A. 3) as follows, 
            ,---(p/vA)(z—zo)  BoF  (p) (POf6—(P/VA)R, 
     2  (P/VA) L7-e VA2 PL   Rog (p, 0) p d p d Ad 
                        __co 
       .1'e+ovvA)o-zo) B0F(is) (:.I:So) e—(P/VA)R0        2 (pi  A)  L 47z. VA2Rog (p,  0)pdpd0 dzo 
 X  e2 (A.4) 
where  R0=1/  ez2  zo2  . 
 (r.  so) 
   Since viis not operative to  div1 g(p, 0) and to  e-(piv eq. (A.4) becomes 
                                                     (r•O 
  AC °F()g(p,O)wvicripdpd0         —8B"V
A
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                     e--(1)1vA)(z-z0+RO)(p--                                                         ivA)(z,z+R0)          •Li--  3—d z,+d zoll X  ez                                                                                       11-43 
 _ Bo(7i.9)       87r17,2F(p) ffg (p, 0)cupcipdpd0  (A.5)               
•  Li R2(z—zo-i-R0) 
                                                          p1,IV A)(z 0—z-FRo)   d 
z,Rd z0  e,.                               e 
                                 _co 
Here let us define 
 Cb  (0  =  f  (T)  (IT  (A.6) 
                                             0 At any place,  (j) (t) always exists if  f(t) exists and is continuous except for discontinuous 
points of finite numbers, at most. Laplace transform of  (Mt) is 
 F   (p)           (
P)  = • (A.7) 
Using this relation, eq. (A. 5) is reduced to 
                                                      (rso   A=— 8 77.,_0[7/1(p)ff dirt g(p,O)ro171,)wpdpdo 
                   r
Re-0117A) (z—z o+Ro)piv A) (zo—x+R0) 
                                       3           
0   d  z,  +  fe-(  d                                 R03z, X  e, 
 B, F (p) if g  (p, 0) co.(Fig))pdpd6         -1 87r VA' 
                           (NV A) (z—z0+1?0)(191vA) (zo_z+Ro)  •rieR2d Z°e-   d  z01} X e, . 
      0R2                                                              0
                                                    (A.8)
Inverting this, we have an expression for A, 
                                        79)  A— 871.,0vAffg (p, 0)vs(pi_ropdpd6 
 z tt,(iz —+ R0) z2(tZoRo 
                     R 3VA  d  z0+    Ro:r     dzol}  X  e;   E1 4 
                                           (r.0  B0 - 8V  A2ifg (p, 0)ro'pipdpd0         7r 
         z f (t z — z, +f(tz0 zR0 
     [fR02 
  VAId 
z, +                                     RoV2VA d zoll X  ez 
                                                    (A.9) 
where  z1 and  z2 are zeros of the argument of  (f) (or  f), in the first and second integrals, 
respectively,
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                             1 (VA1 — z)2 — w2                         7 - — 2-          -V
, t — z (A.10) 
 1 
V                            (v At + zr_t12
 Z2=-2-\  . 
                                       A t + Z 
Converting the variable  z, to a new variable a defined by 
              z — 2',+ R,z,— z + R,       t —   —a or  t——a  (A.11) 
    VA  VA 
according to the first or second integrals for f in eq. (A. 9) we have 
      1 z f(tz —2.0+ R, )                               z2_                             1f (I 
R°2A'zo  —  z+  Ro   )   VAR 02vA    VA V 
                
-  d z0+—T,--fd z0 f 
1 
        2 
     1-(RIV A) 0 f  (
a)  da  
     jo 
                   f (a)da    —  25 2 
    = 
 [VA (t---a) — z]2 +0:52  t(R/VA) [VA(t---a) +  z]2 + co 
 (A.12) 
These are easily integrated by parts, 
   —2r (f) (a) 1t-(RIV A) 
      L  [V  A(t—  a)  —  2]2  +  1:0'2  i  0 
               t-(R1VA)  2  VA  d  a  2 [V A(t— a) — z]̂  4, (a)  —J
o[V A (t — a) — z?+ c62[vA (t — a)____z] 2 + w 2 
 —  2[4)(a) o 
       [VA  (t—a) + z]2+612it_(R/VA) 
  +r—           i
t-(R/VA) [VA (1-2aVA d a 2 [V A (t)                          + z]2  + up• —a) + z]  [VA(t—a) + 2]2+W2– cl) (a) , 
and after re-converting a to  z, and using the relation  0  (0)  =0 from eq. (A. 6), 
    24)(t_  R  ) 24,(t_ R ) 
       VA/\VA/  
     (R — z)2 +cu2+(R  + z)2  +  W2 
 z (I)(t —Z —20+ R°) ,2  0(t _ z° —Vz±R,  ) 
      —  If                         R30VA/  d  z, + i                                            RoSA dzoi
 z1 z 
   2
3.R 
                  z 4)(t—z—z°+ R° ) ez20 (t _  zo--2+ Ro  )     VVA  
   a2   0  (t v) II  A dz0+d z0}            Az  1  R032R30 
These two integrals just cancel out with those for  4, in eq. (A. 9), then eq. (A. 9) reduces 
to
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(  Bocf. q5  (t—17                                                        rA         =14
7rVjjdiv g (1°'61)612cac pdpd0Xe, . 
                        A This is just the equation (3.4). Q.E.D. 
   While we  derived the expression for vector potential field A inverting A  after  opera-
    (r 
ting  pi into integrands, and in eqs. (3.6) and (3.7) we obtained the expression for E 
and  B1, we can yield the expression for E directly. In this case, since  —aA 
it  appears  f or f' instead of  (I) or f and we can not put  f(0)-0, while we can 
put  (I)(0)=0. Then, some terms involving  f  (0) remains, but we can show that the 
summation of those coefficients of f (0) just vanishes. Then the same result can be 
obtained in this approach if f' exists in classical  since. 
                         Appendix B
                      Derivation of eq. (3. 20)
   Let us take the Laplace transform of eqs. (3.19) and  (3.18). 
           LP(/:1,)21 A =(div-L A)(B.1) 
                            , 
              divj_— B—(rotg)45(p)e- (PIVA)J  zt (B.2) 
  A Notations used here are the same as in appendix A. 
Substitution of eq. (B. 2) into eq. (B. 1) gives an equation for the Laplace transformed 
vector potential A, 
 FP  •V — (-T(PV 
    A 
              )21 A=ri (rot g).0(p) c.(filVA) Zi.(B.3)       A2 
Using  e___(p/VA)12'    -
                 where  -1/  rz2  (z2  4
n'R 
as Green's function, and integrating over (p, 0,  0 space, we have the solution of eq. 
(B. 3) satisfying the boundary condition as  P 00; 
        B,( iv0)       A 
= —  (p)pdpc10 p± (rot g),                  8 
7-1' VA 
                                                           ("3V A)(R-4-0 
                                                               • 
 LJ (I) /T7A)  (R-0 +6-(P/    c4"].(BA) 
After integrating over and with some reduction, we have
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                           (we                           (p) e(P IV A)z  Ei_ (R  z)]   A—---°ffpdpdO)ri(rot g),   8TtV AvA 
                         +0 (p)e-(PlvA)z Ei  vA (R  z)11, (B.5) 
where Ei is integral exponential function defined as 
                 Ei (—=e-" du,                                       2t
With the relations 
                        Lap  (f)(t —VA )45(p) e-(25A)R 
           LapeP(RTz)ivA Ei(— p(R,Tz)) - 1  
                 VAA  R  z   t  
VA   
and by virtue of convolution theorem 
 (p) e-(fill 7A)R  eP(RTz)111  A Ei  (  p  (Rz                                    VA 1 
                                     1--(Riv A) 4(t— T—  .11,7? 
 — Lap-1  A  dT                                   R
z  
           0 T  V
A 
we can invert A to A, and have an expression, 
                   Vp. 
 A--8n130 Aff pdpd0((rot g), 
 t-(RIV  A)  4)(1,—  VA — 1-(RIV  A)4)(t —                                                    VA—T)    •J R—z d+Jzd71 
    A(B.6) 
  0+,0, 
     V V A 
If we introduce a new variable  z,  defined below instead of  7 in eq. (B. 6), 
 R  ±  V  AT  --=  Z  z„  R, 
or  R+  V  A7  =  zo—  z  +  Ro 
eq. (B. 6) reduces to eq. (3.20). Q.E.D. 
                         Appendix C 
 (I) Existence. If we operate  div1 and  rot1 in eq. (4.5), we obtain, 
 div  G  =  —  V  A2  1712  (C.1) 
                   (rot  G), = —  V  A2  p12  q5  • (C.2)
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Then operating  r12  in eqs. (4.3) and  (4.4), we have 
 r12  —if s  (p,  0,  z, pi  2( 10g)pdpd0    V  2(C.3) 
   1/ 1                    c(p,0, z,p12 C 2 log -)  pdpd0.  (CA) 
Since  1/27r log 1/cti is Green's function of the two-dimensional Lapalace equation, i.e., 
             1712 (21z log                              8(78 (990)             w—                                                    (C.5) 
eqs. (C. 3) and (C. 4) reduce to 
        p12—171A2 ffs (p,0, z, t) 6— p) 8—0) d p d 0 
                    V A2      = — s(r,  99  ,(C.6) 
        F12q5==.—171A-1' ff c  (P,  0, z, t) 8 (r—— 0) d p d 0 
             1, 
 C(r, z,. (C.7)                   V
A                            2
Combining eqs. (C. 6) and (C. 7) with eqs. (C. 1) and (C. 2), we have eqs. (4.1) and  (4.2). 
(2) Uniqueness. We assume that there are two vectors, G1 and G2, satisfying eqs. 
(4.1) and (4.2). Substituting  G, and  G2 into eqs. (4.1) and (4.2), we have 
               pi• (G1 — G2) 0 (C.8) 
                [v± X (Gi—  G2)]. — 0 (C.9)
From eq. (C. 9), we can write as follows, 
             G2—p1 17 (C.10) 
where  II is any scalar function. Substituting this into eq. (C. 8), 
          V12— 0 . (C.11) 
Then applying the divergence theorem 
               IX • ndS= f p.Xdv  (C.12) 
for the domain in Fig. 4, and putting 1—.77 pi . if, we obtain 
                 z22n
07±d v = (r  II a1 (C.13) 
 V (Si)  zi  0 r=r* 
Then if
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          11      11a—at  r , (C.14)                                          dS2 na 
          3r 
 we obtain r  z.  Z2 
    J(pi_11)20 , i.e., pi11= O. d  S  v  104 
 n Thus from eq. (C. 10), we have  G1  G,. That is, 
the solution is unique if eqs. (C. 14) holds.  Z= z, 
Now, since both of  G, and  G2 must vanish at 
infinity because of the boundary condition, i.e., Fig. 4. 
 G1--* 0 and  G2 0 as  oo 
then, 
 pd_  IT  -->  0 as  r--÷  coo 
Thus the condition of eq. (C. 14) will be satisfied if we put  7* to infinity. Q.E.D. 
   Note added in  proof: Throughout this paper we stand our ground  in which 
 Bz (rot  A), 0, in general, and the main results are directly resulted from this 
assertion. This statement,  Bz  0, however demands that the wave motion should be 
accompanied by changes in mass density, as is shown below. 
   With eq. (2.4) and the relation  vz=0, we have  v—(ExBo)1B,2 and if we operate 
div to this, we have a relation by virtue of eq. (2.2), 
 Bo  BoaB 1   aB,             •V — • 07x— 
         B%Be•t Bo  -a t 
Then combining the equation of continuity  (aplat)H-  pop  •v 0, we obtain a desired 
relation,  
1   3p 1   aB, 
 Po  at  Bo  a  t 
Thus, a wave motion with a non-vanishing component  Br, must be accompanied by 
changes in mass density  p  . Therefore in an incompressible wave motion it turns out 
that  Br— 0, then the MT-field must vanish, and the resultant field becomes only the 
DT-field. 
   In a cold pasma, however, since a compressible wave motion may be allowed 
as well as an incompressible one,  Br does not always vanish in general, then the  MT-
mode can be still ecxited. Concerning this respect it is important that changes in 
mass density do not lead to changes in pressure in a cold plasma.
